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n hour into the opening afternoon of the 2010 South Dakota pheasant season, I 
found myself standing in a field of milo trying hard not to look up. I failed. Al-

though I intended to keep my eye on the mark of the rooster I’d just downed, the 
spectacle overhead proved irresistible. 

All around me pheasants were in the air, wild birds rocketing from cover in search of al-
titude and escape. It was a clear day, and the coppery gold feathers of the roosters shining 
in the sun against a backdrop of azure produced an effect that was almost kaleidoscopic. 

The birds seemed to fly in waves, with the hens pitching back into the native grass sur-
rounding the grain while the cocks continued climbing as they set out for the horizon. The 
number of birds was so incredible that I found myself laughing out loud in astonishment. 
I had never seen so many pheasants in my life. 

When the sky at last cleared of birds and the guns of my companions fell silent, the scene 
was etched so clearly in my mind that I was able to reestablish my mark, and with the help 
of a happy black Lab named Annie, my rooster was brought to hand. 

Annie and her partner in the retrieving game, a muscular male named Hoss, had their 
work cut out for them that day. The two dogs were employed by eight Guns. The ground 
and the air were dry and warm. The stalks and the heads of the milo were dusty. The scent 
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at ToriLil Farm

of downed roosters was masked by the scent still lingering from the hundreds of birds 
so recently departed and by a few remaining young hens that seemed to flush from just 
beneath the dogs’ noses. 

The professionalism of the dogs won out over the obstacles, and all of our birds were 
recovered. My limit taken, I broke open my 16-gauge L.C. Smith, unloaded and hung the 
gun over my shoulder. Jeff Bird, my host on this trip and the owner of ToriLil Farm, 30 
miles south of Pierre, did the same with his elegant 1923 John Dickson lightweight 12.

Jeff’s other guests, a group of gentlemen ranging in age from 12 to 72, chattered excit-
edly as we prepared to push through an adjacent strip of crops and finish filling their 
limits. Again pheasants flew in numbers I found hard to believe, and again shots rang out. 
For a few minutes the action was so furious that the march of hunters lost a bit of the mili-
tary discipline typical of the drive-and-block approach, as birds fell all along the line and 
shooters scrambled to offer assistance to the busy dogs. Randy Roede, our guide, quickly 
reestablished order, and by the time the Guns reached the end of the field all of the birds 
that had been downed had been found. 

When it was over, the oldest member of the group, Ken Schubert, was grinning like a 
schoolboy while the youngest, Gunnar Vilikanje, tried hard to appear nonchalant. 



Gunnar was hunting under the watchful 
eyes of his father and grandfather, and 
I’d found it interesting observing him as 
well. He had started the day aiming his 
gun like a rifle and squinting over the bar-
rels as he tried to catch up to the birds. By 
his final shot of the afternoon, though, his 
swing had become much smoother and 
more confident. The boy’s last rooster 
was well centered and cleanly taken. The 
next day the budding hunter took a nicely 
executed double. 

Ah, youth. How sweet and easy it is to 
learn. How fond the memories the more 
distant they become. 

The accumulation 
of years and expe-

rience doesn’t prevent 
us from acquiring new 
knowledge of course. 
Old dogs can learn new 
tricks; we’re just a little 
slower. For some, how-
ever, skepticism, while 
often healthy enough, 
can be one of the im-
pediments we have 
to overcome. When 
Jeff Bird first told me 
I might easily see a 
thousand wild pheas-
ants in one afternoon, 
I found his claim hard 
to believe. After two 
days of hunting with 
him, I’m no longer a 
doubter. 

Jeff is an interest-
ing fellow. A confirmed bachelor and 
“refined gentleman of a certain age,” he 
is a man of many pursuits. A successful 
attorney, an erudite traveler and a fine 
photographer, he has an obvious appre-
ciation of beauty and quality. He prefers 
his Labs black, his setters English and his 
shotguns well crafted with barrels laid 
side by side. 

Somewhere in his travels the man 
fell in love with the prairie and with the 
pursuit of its feathered game. Only wild 
birds will do, and this led to the creation 
of ToriLil Farm.

ToriLil is not a farm in the traditional 
sense, but rather 1,200 acres of the most 
intensively and meticulously managed 
pheasant habitat one can imagine. 

Crops are grown but never harvested. 
Grassland is managed but never grazed. 
Narrow strips of hay are cut only when 
necessary to maintain the integrity of the 
native bluestem and switchgrass—and 
never during any portion of the pheasant 
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nesting season. A natural pothole, deep-
ened under Jeff’s management, might be a 
stock tank on another farm, but at ToriLil 
it exists only to provide water for summer 
broods and to promote the growth of cat-
tails that offer birds shelter in winter. It’s 
an impressive place, and the man’s love 
of his project was evidenced to me first by 
the joy he showed afield and again later 
when he spoke of his farm with passion. 

At the end of my first day’s visit, over 
drinks and prime rib at a fine, funky steak-
house in Pierre called Mad Mary’s, I heard 
Jeff describe the smell of summer alfalfa 

to one of his guests, poetically compar-
ing it to that of lilacs in the spring. And to 
me he confessed that one of the reasons 
he has invested his time and energy in a 
Dakota farm is because not only does he 
love to hunt, but he also finds a spiritual 
experience in sunrise on the prairie. 

Many hunters speak of the ancillary 
benefits of their pursuit, be they spiritual-
ity, camaraderie, exercise or appreciation 
of rituals that put us in touch with what 
we perceive to be simpler times. These 
are true things, but sometimes this talk is 
a comfort taken in lieu of warm barrels. 
I think Jeff Bird created ToriLil Farm so 
that he and his guests can enjoy both the 
experience and the fine smell of much 
burnt powder. 

In a way, ToriLil is about numbers, and 
in another way it is not. In spite of the 

incredible nesting cover, the amazing 
number of chicks that hatch there, and the 
additional birds that move in when sur-

rounding farms are harvested, ToriLil isn’t 
hunted every day. The place was created 
to be the ultimate pheasant hunting honey 
hole, and as such it’s never “pounded.” 
Most groups that visit are small, and the 
place is so productive that only a portion 
of the property is used for each hunt. Re-
cords kept by ToriLil huntmaster Randy 
Roede show the daily take of roosters to 
be predictably impressive, the yearly total 
surprisingly and pleasingly modest. 

Jeff also leases several thousand acres 
of a working farm where the hunting and 
the pheasant population are more typical 

of South Dakota, mean-
ing both are merely 
excellent. Our group 
started our second 
day there, beginning 
near a long-abandoned 
homestead. In the yard 
were a few trees and 
some unkempt grass. 
Below and to the south 
was a three-acre stock 
pond that drained into 
a long, twisting cou-
lee where, from a dis-
tance, a few patches of 
cattails showed amid 
the coarse grass. Fields 
of crops—milo and 
wheat, some harvested 
and some standing—
bordered the pond and 
the draw. 

It was fine-looking 
country and, as Jeff, his 
longtime hunting bud-

dy Bill Rogers and I walked the pond’s 
edge and through the old yard, I was sur-
prised that only one pheasant flew. 

The rooster was put up on the far edge 
of the water by our guide, who was mov-
ing the rest of the group to a spot below the 
dam. A decent wind was blowing, and the 
bird made fine use of it as he challenged 
us, flying hard, high and fast overhead. 

Jeff made the first try, and the rooster, 
40 yards up and climbing, poured on the 
steam. Bill used both barrels of his own 
John Dickson about the time the rooster 
attained cruising altitude and Mach-3 
speed, and, still untouched, the pheasant 
continued my way. 

I watched him coming and remem-
bered the famous phrase “A man’s gotta 
know his limitations.” That bird may 
have been in range for a very few, but he 
was too high, too far and too fast for me. 
I kept my safety on and waved goodbye 
as he passed. 

It didn’t take long to discover why we 

ToriLil Farm owner Jeff Bird (left) and huntmaster Randy Roede.
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hadn’t moved more birds from around the 
pond. They simply had chosen a different 
type of cover in which to take their mid-
day rest. The area below the dam—and 
particularly the wet spots that seemed 
more suited for mallards or web-footed 
ringnecks rather than the three-toed vari-
ety—was full of pheasants.

The chase was fair and lively, indeed, 
with the wild birds using every twist and 
turn of the coulee to their advantage. Two 
hours later, with a number of roosters in 
hand and hundreds more having found 
safety in the ocean of crops surrounding the 
draw, we tipped our caps to the escapees, 
gave the dogs a break and took the 10-mile 
ride back to ToriLil to finish the day. 

Midafternoon found us afield once 
more, assigned spots as drivers or block-
ers in another plot of millet and dwarf 
corn, this one growing between two shel-
terbelts of cedar and Russian olive. I had 
an outside edge, and halfway along the 
quarter-mile walk birds by the dozens be-
gan taking to the air. 

My shots would be taken only on roost-
ers that attempted escape over the trees 
that comprised the left flank of the drive, 
and my old Smith, silent earlier in the day, 
was called upon to speak soon enough. 

It spoke well three times in succession 
as birds boiled out in every direction. 
With my gun unloaded, I looked out over 
the field where pheasants continued to 
erupt and happened to see two roosters 
crumple in quick order before the sound 
of the first shot reached my ears. I heard 
a call, “Gunnar got a double,” and saw 
the youngster, barely taller than the milo 
that was waist-high for me, walking be-
side his grandfather on the opposite edge 
of the field. 

The shooting ended just before the 
drivers met the blockers when Randy, 
who was doing some pretty quick arith-
metic, called us off, announcing that our 
limits had been filled. Our shoot was over 
and, with the sun seeming to drop straight 
down on Wyoming, far to the west, the 
end of our day was not far behind. 

over the land, beyond the squared fields, 
and imagine the prairie long ago, before 
it was home to ringneck pheasants, be-
fore the plow, before the relatives of my 
European ancestors drove the Sioux and 
the buffalo from the land. 

I’m usually able to do this, but on that 
day my quest for a vision was distracted 
by an unbroken line of birds below me 
flying from a feed strip to an expanse of 
native grass lying along the edge of a pot-
hole. To me, from a distance, they looked 
almost like the flocks of migrating grack-
les and starlings that pass over my home 
in Carolina each fall and spring. Breaking 
the silence, I turned to Jeff, who seemed 
to be enjoying a reverie of his own, and 
asked, “Are those blackbirds?” 

“We’re farther away than you think,” 
he said. “Those are pheasants. If you’ll 
come back tomorrow, we’ll hunt down 
there. You may well see a thousand birds 
in the air—at one time.”

I’d already told Jeff that I had to leave 
the next morning, so I took his tempta-
tion for the good-natured tease that it was 
and told him that in spite of his backing 
up his previous claims, I still didn’t think 
he could show me a thousand birds in the 
air at one time, that in watching the birds 
below go to roost I’d only counted 998. 

Of course I could have missed a couple. 
And after two days of picking my shots 
and shooting pretty well, I was probably 
overdue to do just that. 

A thousand pheasants in the air. Once 
I couldn’t have imagined it. Now I can 
almost believe.

Author’s Note: For more information 
on South Dakota pheasant hunting, con-
tact Dakota Wild at ToriLil Farm, 503-
625-9301; www .dakotawildhunt.com.

Tred Slough, aka Robert Holthouser, is a 
carpenter and a freelance writer from 
North Carolina. He is the author of nu-
merous short stories, magazine articles 
and the book A High Lonesome Call. He 
can be contacted at ar.holt@hotmail.com.

There was one important thing left 
to do, however. And when the obliga-
tory photographs were taken and the first 
round of high-spirited exaggeration com-
pleted, Jeff Bird and I drove to the top of 
what passes for a hill in that part of South 
Dakota so that he could show me the lay 
of the land he holds so dear. 

As my host pointed out the fields and 
spoke of what he had done and what he 
planned to do, I realized that in two spar-
kling October afternoons eight hunters, 
four dogs and an exceptionally skilled 
guide had used but a portion of the farm. 
And yet I had seen more wild pheasants 
than I previously could have imagined. 

Although I knew it was a bit impolite, 
I couldn’t help but ask my host, “Why? 
Why do you do all this?” 

The unstated implication was easily 
understood of course, but the response 
was more involved than I expected and 
one I’ve thought about since, trying to 
understand it. 

“I don’t make much money off this,” 
Jeff said. “But money’s not why I do it. 
This is going to sound strange, but 20 
years ago I was sitting in a blind beside 
a lek on the Fort Pierre Grasslands. I was 
photographing prairie chickens when, for 
some reason, a bird landed on the roof six 
inches above my head and did its dance. 
Maybe that’s the day I fell in love with 
this country around here. I don’t know. 
But at some point I realized I wanted to 
do something in this area, to work on 
habitat and to have the finest wild bird 
hunting I could imagine. So I bought this 
place. And what I do here brings me a lot 
of pleasure.”

I’m not sure how a dancing chicken 
segued into a passion for pheasant habi-
tat, but it obviously did, and for the next 
several minutes neither of us spoke. As 
we looked out over Jeff’s creation, I tried 
to let my mind wander, to put away for a 
moment the questions I’d been asking for 
two days about food plots, hatching suc-
cess and nests per acre. With the sun now 
touching the horizon, I wanted to look out 
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